The 2001 ITEA Award Recipients
Special Achievement Award

X-40A Flight Test Team

The Special Achievement Award is given for an exceptional
act of achievement in T&E, such as the solution of a major
problem or a notable project success.
Kenneth G. Thomas
Major Maxwell M. Chi, USAF
Kenneth G. Thomas
Maria D. Grider
This award recognizes an individual or group for outstanding
use of modeling and simulation in a test and evaluation
program.
U.S. Army Aberdeen Test Center

The Cross Award is named after the late Major General
Richard G. Cross, Jr., USAF, a highly respected figure in T&E
and one of the first directors of ITEA. It is presented for a
significant contribution to T&E education in teaching,
administration, or research.
Time-Space-Position Information and
Electro–Optics Award (TSPI/E-O)

Jack B. Cecil, Jr.

The TSPI/E–O Award is given for the advancement of time–
space-position information (TSPI) and electro–optics (E–O)
instrumentation. It includes an engraved crystal trophy and
check for $1,000 from ITEA, made possible by the sponsorship
of Brashear LP. Mr. John L. Kidder, Director of Business
Development, will participate in the presentation ceremony.

Tommie W. Curtis

The Publications Award is given for a book, technical paper,
or article that improves or increases the body of knowledge
and understanding of T&E.
President’s Award

Technical Achievement Award (2001 M&S)

Richard G. Cross Award

Publications Award

Kathy G. Pazera

The President’s Award was established in 1996 to give the
president of ITEA the prerogative of acknowledging
individuals whom he or she deems worthy of recognition.
Board of Directors Award

Robert W. Klementz

The Board of Directors Award, established in 1997, is
presented to an individual who has contributed to the growth,
development, goals, and mission of the Association.
Allen R. Matthews Award

John F. Gehrig

The Matthews Award is named after Dr. Allen R. Matthews,
founder and first president of ITEA. It is presented for a lasting,
significant contribution to the field of T&E, such as the
cumulative effect of a distinguished career.
Chapters-of-the-Year Award

Mid-Pacific Chapter
Francis Scott Key Chapter
George Washington Chapter

The Chapters-of-the-Year Award is presented to chapters
making the most progress during the year in growth,
activities, and in supporting the goals and mission of the
Association.

